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LONDON: The euro and the British pound rose as the
dollar weakened yesterday as investors saw global
growth improving next year, with the United States and
China due to finally sign a Phase 1 trade agreement this
week. The US currency had maintained its strength
over the course of the year as investors saw the US
economy outperforming the rest of the world.

In thin volumes on the last day of the decade, cur-
rencies overall were more volatile than many expected,
with the trade-sensitive Australian dollar, Chinese yuan
and Scandinavian currencies all rising to their highest
levels in weeks. Sterling hovered around the two-week
high it hit on Monday against the dollar, though the
possibility of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit at the end of 2020 kept
any gains subdued.

Still, analysts did not attribute the moves to any
major particular developments. “I can’t see much rea-
son for the movement in the FX market except end-
year position squaring, or just being careful and cutting
positions ahead of the New Year’s holiday and the start
of 2020. As a result I wouldn’t draw any big conclu-
sions from it,” said Marshal Gittler, currency analyst at
ACLS Global.

Chinese Vice Premier Liu He will visit Washington
this week to sign a Phase 1 trade deal with the United
States, the South China Morning Post reported on
Monday. White House trade adviser Peter Navarro
said on Monday the trade deal would likely be signed
in the next week, but that confirmation would come
from President Donald Trump or the US trade repre-
sentative.

Investors’ appetite for risk helped drive the euro up
0.1 percent to $1.1206, close to the 4-1/2-month high of
$1.1221 reached on Monday. Signs that the euro zone
economy may be stabilizing have lifted the single cur-
rency in recent weeks as investors unwound short posi-
tions, though the currency has shed 2.2 percent of its
value against the dollar in 2019.

Latest CFTC data shows that hedge funds held
$9.16 billion of euro shorts, far less than the $14.84 bil-
lion seen in May. The US dollar was weak across the
board, though over the course of the year, the index
that tracks the dollar against a basket of six currencies
has risen by half a percentage point .

MUFG analysts saw a “bearish technical develop-
ment for the US dollar that signals an increasing risk of
further weakness ahead”. “Weakness in the US dollar
towards the end of this year has coincided with the
renewed expansion of the Fed’s balance and the paring
back of pessimism over the outlook for global growth,”
they said. Versus the Japanese yen, the dollar fell to a
near three-week low of 108.625 yen and was last down
0.2 percent.

Against the Chinese yuan, it shed 0.2 percent to
6.9674 in the offshore market after dipping to a 2-1/2-
week low of 6.9630, as strong Chinese economic data
helped boost the Chinese currency.

The Australian dollar rose to a five-month high of
0.7310 versus the US dollar, making it the best per-
forming major currency overnight, according to MUFG.
The New Zealand dollar, however, “remains the stand
out performer of the last quarter, surging nearly 8 per-
cent over the past three months, largely on the back of
more positive sentiment about global trade”, MUFG
analysts said.

Scandinavian currencies also strengthened against
the greenback following all-time lows seen this year
on the back of global growth fears sparked by US-
Chinese trade disputes. The pound was up 0.3 per-
cent at $1.3144, close to the $1.3150 high seen on
Monday, and a notch stronger against the euro at
85.41 pence. Sterling has gained nearly 3 percent
against the dollar and 5 percent versus the euro this
year, jumping to as high as $1.35 recently after Prime
Minister Boris Johnson’s overwhelming win in a par-
liamentary election, which eliminated a measure of
uncertainty. — Reuters

Euro and pound 
inch up as growth 
optimism cheers
investors

Russia and Ukraine finalize gas 
transit deal just before deadline

KIEV: Moscow and Kiev on Monday signed a
five-year agreement on the transit of Russian
gas to Europe via Ukraine, finalizing months of
difficult talks just ahead of a New Year deadline.

The current deal between the two ex-
Soviet countries expired yesterday and ties
between them have been shredded since
Moscow annexed Crimea in 2014 and sup-
ported a separatist insurgency in eastern
Ukraine. Presidents Vladimir Putin and
Volodymyr Zelensky discussed the deal by
phone and congratulated each other ahead of
New Year’s celebrations, a sign that their rela-
tions could be on the mend. The gas deal “cre-
ates a positive atmosphere for solving other
bilateral problems,” the Kremlin said in a
statement.

About 18 percent of the European Union’s
annual natural gas consumption comes from
Russia via Ukraine, which put pressure on EU
officials to help broker the deal.

“Ukraine has signed a five-year transit
contract,” Zelensky announced in a late-night
post on his Facebook page, nearly two weeks
after a provisional deal was reached. A wide
range of documents and contracts were
involved, and together formed “a package
deal which has re-established the balance of
interests,” Alexei Miller, the boss of Russian
gas giant Gazprom, was cited as saying in a
statement. The documents were signed after
five days of non-stop talks. Gazprom is
expected to ship at least 65 billion cubic

meters (2.3 trillion cubic feet) of natural gas
via Ukraine next year, and at least 40 billion
per year from 2021 to 2024, said Zelensky,
from which Kiev would earn “more than seven
billion dollars”.

‘Great news’ for Europe 
The agreement should prevent a repeat of

so-called gas wars that previously disrupted
supplies and in some years caused real energy
problems in EU member states. EU
Commission vice president in charge of ener-
gy Maros Sevcovic called the deal “great
news for Europe’s energy security” on Twitter,
while German Chancellor Angela Merkel
thanked Russia and Ukraine.

“Continued gas transit via Ukraine... is a
good and important signal for ensuring our
European security of gas supply,” she said.
Last year, Gazprom supplied Europe with
200.8 billion cubic meters of natural gas,
about 40 percent of which passed through
Ukraine for roughly three billion dollars in
transit fees. Russian President Vladimir Putin
said earlier this month that Moscow wanted to
keep some gas flowing through Ukraine,
despite having built several pipelines to
Europe since the current deal was agreed a
decade ago. The new agreement comes days
after Gazprom paid $2.9 billion to Ukraine’s
Naftogaz to settle a long-running dispute
over transit fees that had blocked the deal.
Meanwhile, Russia is pursuing work on the

Nord Stream 2 project that is to be completed
by the end of next year and would double gas
shipments to Germany. The United States has
long opposed the 9.5-billion-euro ($10.6-bil-
lion) project and the US Senate voted last
week to levy sanctions on companies working
on it. Washington believes the pipeline will
give Russia too much influence over security
and economic issues in western Europe.

Transit problems for Russian gas began
after the fall of the Soviet Union when inde-
pendent Ukraine took control of the pipeline
infrastructure. Several crises followed, with
Russia using gas supplies to put pressure on
Ukraine by cutting them repeatedly in 1992,
1993 and 1994. The last gas crisis disrupted
supplies to Europe in 2010. 

Bulgaria said Monday it would take deliv-
ery of crucial Russian gas supplies from
January via the TurkStream pipeline that runs
under the Black Sea and avoids Ukraine. “We
have finalized with Gazprom a change of entry
point for deliveries,” which would become the
Strnadja 2 site on the Turkish-Bulgarian bor-
der, Energy Minister Tememoujka Petkova
said in a statement that referred to the
Russian gas giant. The move should lead to 70
million leva (35 million euros, $39 million) in
savings on transit taxes paid to Romania for
gas that had first come through Ukraine, and a
five percent decrease in the price of Russian
gas, the minister said.

Bulgaria is almost entirely dependent on

Russia for natural gas supplies and the
TurkStream pipeline that is scheduled to
begin operations in January is expected to
provide 2.9 billion cubic meters (101 billion
cubic feet) per year. In January 2009, an
interruption in gas supplies via Ukraine left
Bulgaria stranded, and the country has
begun to diversify its sources, launching a
pipeline via Greece to tap into gas supplies

from the Caspian Sea. It is also building a
link from the TurkStream line to deliver
Russian gas to Serbia. On December 20, US
President Donald Trump signed off on US
sanctions against companies that take part
in bui lding the Nord Stream 2 and
TurkStream pipelines, which US officials
believe will give Russia increased leverage
over European allies. — AFP

Bulgaria chooses Turkish route for Russian gas

WASHINGTON: The White House’s
trade adviser on Monday said the US-
China Phase 1 trade deal would likely
be signed in the next week, but said
confirmation would come from
President Donald Trump or the US
Trade Representative. White House
trade adviser Peter Navarro, in an
interview on Fox News, cited a report
that Chinese Vice Premier Liu He would
visit this week to sign the deal, but did
not confirm it.

“Washington has sent an invitation
and Beijing has accepted it,” the South
China Morning Post (SCMP) on
Monday quoted a source as saying.
Representatives for the Office of the
US Trade Representative and the White
House did not immediately respond to a
request for comment on the report,
which said the Chinese delegation was
likely to stay in the United States until
the middle of next week. China’s
Ministry of Commerce and its Foreign
Ministry both declined to comment
yesterday on the SCMP report.

“Never believe reports on anony-
mous sources. Get it from President
Trump or ... (US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer,” Navarro told Fox.
“We’ll probably have a signing on that
within the next week or so - we’re just
waiting for the translation,” he added.
Hopes for a US-China trade deal
helped keep world stocks positive on
Monday, although neither side has

released many specific details of the
agreement, and no text has been
released yet.

Navarro said the deal would be
made public “as quickly as possible,”
and that he did no expect any snags to
hold it up. “Basically you need to get it
translated into the Chinese and dou-
ble-checked so both versions match,”
he added.

The 86-page agreement includes
details on intellectual property, “a
good start” on forced technology
transfers and “some good language
on currency manipulation,” Navarro
said. Trump first announced plans for
the initial trade pact in October, and
US and Chinese negotiators have
spent weeks finalizing the so-called
Phase 1 deal, which comes in lieu of
the massive trade agreement that the
world’s two largest economies had
initially sought.

Lighthizer this month said repre-
sentatives from both countries would
sign the pact during the first week of
January. Last week, Trump told
reporters he and Chinese President Xi
Jinping would eventually have a signing
ceremony for the agreement. Trump
gave no further details, but said the
deal was done and being translated.
Days earlier, US Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin said the deal was fin-
ished but was undergoing a technical
review. — Reuters

Tea producers in
Kenya turn over 
a new leaf as 
prices stumble
NYERI, Kenya: In a humming factory in
Kenya’s highlands, tea is hand-plucked
from the fields, cured and shredded into
the fine leaves that have sated drinkers
from London to Lahore for generations.

But Kenya’s prized black tea isn’t fetch-
ing the prices it once did, forcing the top
supplier of the world’s most popular drink
to try something new. In the bucolic hills
around Nyeri, factory workers are experi-
menting with a range of boutique teas,
deviating from decades of tradition in the
quest for new customers and a buffer
against unstable prices.

Like the bulk of Kenya’s producers,
they’ve been manufacturing one way for
decades-the crush, tear and curl (CTC)
method, turning out ultra-fine leaves well
suited for teabags the world over. Now
however, between conveyor belts
whizzing tons of Kenya’s mainstay CTC
into heaving sacks, huge rollers also gen-
tly and slowly massage green leaves under
the watchful eye of workers, all freshly
trained in the art of what is known as
orthodox tea production.

The end result-a whole leaf, slow-
processed variety, savored for its complex
tones and appearance-is still being per-
fected at Gitugi, a factory in the foothills of
the Aberdare Range that has been trialling
these teas since June. It has been costly
shifting into orthodox, and a cultural
change for workers and farmers, said
Antony Naftali, operations manager at
Gitugi, in Nyeri some 85 kilometers (52

miles) north of Nairobi. But the risk was
necessary: prices for stalwart CTC at auc-
tion nosedived 21 percent in 2018-2019
compared to the prior financial year,
underscoring the urgency to diversify and
extract more from every tea bush.  “We
have relied for so many years on traditional
CTC. But the price has dropped. We want
to reduce the pressure... but also, to
explore this new market,” Naftali told AFP.

Market turmoil 
Even since prices have recovered some-

what, any fluctuations are still keenly felt in
Kenya, the world’s biggest exporter of
CTC. Tea is a staple drink in Kenya,
though, unlike other major producing
countries, it consumes far less than it
exports. The humble cuppa is a pillar of the
economy: one in 10 Kenyans depends on
the tea industry, according to the Kenya
Tea Development Agency (KTDA), which
represents 650,000 smallholder farmers
by selling and marketing their tea.

The poor returns this year sparked

angry protests on estates, and tea compa-
nies registered losses.

Part of the problem is oversupply.
Higher prices in recent years spurred
investment in tea planting, resulting in
Kenya’s best-ever haul in 2018 — at 493
million kilos (1,086 pounds). But Kenya also
has long relied on too few buyers, shipping
70 percent of its tea to just four markets. 

Its top three customers-Pakistan, Egypt
and Britain-have all seen a weakening of
their currencies in recent times, making tea
imports pricey. Other big buyers-Iran,
Sudan and Yemen, chief among them-have
struggled to make payments. “Our key
markets are in turmoil,” Lerionka Tiampati,
KTDA chief executive, told AFP. “When
you cannot control the price, then there’s
not very much you can do. But what we are
doing is we are trying to diversify the
product.”

Reading the leaves 
Orthodox production opens doors to

markets where whole leaf, bespoke teas

and custom infusions are rewarded with
higher prices, says Grace Mogambi,
KTDA’s manager of specialty products,
who has travelled the globe to learn what
drinkers want.  Studying samples in
Gitugi’s cupping room, Mogambi reels off
the qualities desired by discerning tea
drinkers: Russians like whole leaves,
Germans prize tips, Saudis demand jet
black and Sri Lankans dislike stalks.
“Consumer taste preferences are changing.
Drinkers are becoming more aware of the
type of tea they prefer,” said Mogambi,
clad in a white laboratory coat, before
swirling a mouthful of tea and ejecting it
into a spittoon.

“If I’m spending more money on a cup
of tea, I prefer given characteristics to be
present.”

But orthodox and specialty lines repre-
sent only a tiny fraction of Kenya’s exports,
and critics say the KTDA-which accounts
for 60 percent of the country’s tea produc-
tion-has been slow to adapt. The board
decided in 2000 to launch an orthodox
range but, by the end of 2019, just 11 of its
69 factories were expected to be produc-
ing teas other than CTC. Some like
Kangaita, a factory at the southern flank of
Mount Kenya, have been cultivating purple
teas-a rare speciality unique to the region. 

Other craft varieties include white pre-
mium, a loose leaf packaged in deluxe
pyramidal teabags. 

These appeal also to younger tea
drinkers, a growing market demanding
something other than run-of-the-mill black
tea. “Youthful tea drinkers are definitely
looking for wellness, and other health ben-
efits in tea,” said Gideon Mugo, chairman
of the East African Tea Trade Association. 

Major brands outside the KTDA have
been targeting the youth segment. 

Kericho Gold produces a line of “atti-
tude teas” packaged in bright boxes,
including one for “love” and another mar-
keted as a hangover cure. — AFP

NYERI: In the bucolic hills around Nyeri, factory workers are experimenting with a
range of boutique teas, deviating from decades of tradition in the quest for new cus-
tomers and a buffer against unstable prices.

The Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline is one of several Russia is developing to Europe. — AFP

Britain says will 
raise minimum 
wage by more 
than 6% in 2020
LONDON: Britain’s national minimum wage
will rise by more than 6 percent next year,
taking it to 8.74 pounds ($11.49) an hour, the
government announced yesterday. The move
puts Britain on track to meet its target for
the minimum wage to reach 60 percent of
median earnings by 2020, it added.

“Hard work should always pay, but for
too long, people haven’t seen the pay rises
they deserve,” Prime Minister Boris Johnson
said in a statement.

Britain’s unemployment rate has fallen to
its lowest since the 1970s and employment
recently hit a record high, despite the mini-
mum wage rising by more than a quarter
since 2015 to now stand at 8.21 pounds an
hour for those aged 25 and over.

The rise to 8.74 pounds is due to take
place on April 1. Minimum pay rates for
younger workers will also increase by
between 4.6 percent and 6.5 percent,
depending on their age, the government
said. The British Chambers of Commerce
(BCC) said: “Raising wage floors by more
than double the rate of inflation will pile fur-
ther pressure on cash flow and eat into
training and investment budgets.

“For this policy to be sustainable, gov-
ernment must offset these costs by reducing
others - and impose a moratorium on any
further upfront costs for business.” Britain’s
minimum wage was introduced under Labor

Prime Minister Tony Blair in 1999, and rose
relatively modestly following the annual
advice of a committee of academics, trade
unionists and business representatives.

In 2015, faced with complaints about
stagnant living standards, Conservative
finance minister George Osborne said he
wanted to raise the minimum wage for over-
25s to 60 percent of median earnings by
2020 - implying bigger annual increases.
The Resolution Foundation, an anti-poverty
think-tank, said in May that Britain should
slow the rate at which it increases its mini-
mum wage to avoid the risk of low-paid
workers being priced out of a job during the
next recession. Johnson pledged to raise the
minimum wage to 10.50 pounds an hour by
2024 during the run-up to his landslide
election victory on Dec. 12. — Reuters

White House adviser says China
trade deal signing expected soon

LONDON: Britain’s unemployment rate has fall-
en to its lowest since the 1970s and employ-
ment recently hit a record high, despite the
minimum wage rising by more than a quarter
since 2015 to now stand at 8.21 pounds an
hour for those aged 25 and over.


